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Introduction 
 

Abstract: 

Extensible mark-up language (XML) is up-and-coming as the main standard of 

representation of structured documents on the Internet.  XML is here to stay and with 

ever increasing number of big players adopting it, it will become a major component 

in application and systems design in the near future. The intention of this term paper 

is to render you to some of the basic ideas behind XML, and the impact of XML on 

Business Data Interchange. This term paper will teach you basics of XML syntax and 

also you will learn the importance of XML in business data communication.  

Need of IT in Business: 

A very simple question comes in mind is that, most of the successful companies in 

current age have been running their business from many years, and way before IT 

came in picture. For example company General Electric (GE) was started in 1892 and 

till 1970 it has no ERP system present for its operations. So what does force these 

companies to go for some new IT infrastructure? The answer is  

                      “IT makes human life simpler and Communication Easier”   

 

What Customer wants? 

In today’s competitive world the customer the customer never wants a dependency on 

specific product. The customer always needs flexibility in choosing IT products, for 

their need. 

 Customer needs power to decide which product they use. 

 Flexibility in combining software from different providers. 

 

 

                 “Simplicity increases Adoption” 
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So above two points says that the all customers want a standard way of 

communication between their all IT products. And so we needed a standard data 

format for communicating huge data in Business. 

 

Origin of XML: 

The origin of XML comes from the mother of all mark up languages called as SGML now 

know as Standard Generalized Markup Language. Three employees of IBM (Charles 

Goldfarb, Ed Mosher and Ray Lorie) in 1970 in order to create structural tags for 

marking technical documents came with a specification called as GML. The name GML 

is actually initial or their names. But later on Goldfarb invented the term “mark-up 

language” so that, it can be included in the name GML.  So finally the name of GML 

became SGML i.e. Standard Generalized Markup Language.  It was then adopted by ISO 

in 1986.  The biggest confusion was that, people started taking SGML as markup 

language, but it was basically specification for defining markup languages.  HTML 

(Hypertext Markup Language) came as DTD of SGML.  HTML is basically an application 

of SGML, which is used to define specific tags suitable for web pages. 

With the invention of HTML, it was widely adopted by market and became the 

preferable markup language for web developers. The initial idea behind HTML was to 

separate the actual content from the look and feel of page. But the web designers 

wanted to fix the exact appearance of web page and hence the tags like <font> had 

been introduced and just went against the concept of differentiation of content and 

presentation. Now HTML became more a web page designing language. Another big 

issue was the competition between Netscape and Microsoft. For instance, Netscape 

offered a <BLINK> element that allowed users to produce flashing text. Unfortunately, 

such improvements were limited to specific browsers – that is “blinking” text designed 

for the Netscape browser would not display properly on Microsoft Internet Explorer 

browsers. The feature was not adequately “standardized”, and people who used the 

new feature could only reach a limited audience. When Web developers wanted to 

introduce a new HTML feature to a large audience, they had to submit a request to 

the W3. Unfortunately, submitting a recommendation for change to the W3 was a long 
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and tedious process, often involving the approval of many organizations. Getting the 

public at-large to accept these changes was even more difficult and time-consuming, 

since it involved the commitment and cooperation of large corporations such as 

Microsoft and Netscape. 

So there were enough reasons to look for a separate markup language.  In late 1990s 

Jon Bosak, Tim Bray, James Clark with their group invented XML called as eXtensible 

Markup Language.  The motive behind the development of XML was to define a 

standard way so that companies can store and transfer any kind of data by using 

applications which are running on different platforms. Also it should simplify the 

import and export of this data across these applications. 

 

Why XML? 

In current Business world where the IT infrastructure is continuously changing, it is 

very important to create such an environment where there is no dependency among 

systems. Different companies always need to communicate with each other in 

different role like Customer, Vendor, and Partner. And this communication involves 

huge data transfer between companies. By considering the fact that, all companies 

may use different IT system, we need to have a standard data format to make 

communication between these versatile IT systems. To make it simple we can say, 

XML is prone to become a much more common tool for sharing data, mounting 

documents and enhancing applications on the World Wide Web. XML is everywhere for 

example, Bank transactions are in XML, e-Commerce and e-Business happen in XML, 

Digital cameras create XML headers on images and Printers use XML for job control. 

 

What is XML? 

XML does not display data in web browsers! 

XML means the Extensible Markup Language. XML is a tool to develop, store and share 

data. XML can communicate structured information to other users. In other words, if a 

group of users agree to implement the same kinds of tags to describe a certain kind of 
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information, XML applications can assist these users in communicating their 

information in an more robust and efficient manner. XML can make it easier to 

exchange information between cooperating entities. 

It is a markup language for documents, much like HTML. But XML differs from HTML 

because it can be extended so user can have their own tags or other structural aspects 

of the document. An important thing to differentiate XML with HTML is that XML is not 

designed to describe the page layout or functionality of a web page in the same way 

HTML does. One way to understand this is to remember that XML does not create or 

modify the appearance of a web document instead, it can be used to store data within 

a document. XML allows users to specify the type or form of a document, the 

elements of a document, the values of those elements, and the relationship of the 

document and elements to other documents and elements. 
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XML Structure and Syntax 
 

XML Does Not DO Anything. Maybe it is a little hard to understand, but XML does not 

DO anything. XML was created to structure, store, and transport information. 

Structure of a XML Document: 

The structure of a XML document forms a tree like appearance, where we have one 

root element and multiple child elements. The topmost element of the document is 

called as root element. This element is also called as the Parent element. This tree 

starts from the root element and goes till lowest level of tree through branches. Also 

each sub elements can have child element.  

<root> 

  <child> 

    <subchild>.....</subchild> 

  </child> 

</root> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above structure represent a standard structure of a XML document in tree way. It 

clearly shows that the XML document must have a root element followed by sub 

elements. Also it shows that the child elements can have any number of sub element 

and which will be followed by actual data. 

Root Element 

Child Element 2 

Sub Child 
Element 

Child Element 1 

Data 

Child Element N 

Sub Child 
Element 

Data Data 

Attribute = 

"Value" 
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Example of XML Document: 

Below is a very simple and basic representation of an XML message. This document 

contains just a text message, which will convey some message to receiver from 

sender. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 

<Info> 

  <to>Jhon</to> 

  <from>Jim</from> 

  <heading>Project Update</heading> 

  <body>Go Live is Successful!</body> 

</Info> 

Explanation: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> :  

This line is called as XML declaration. It gives the detail of XML version i.e. 1.0 and 

also it gives information about encoding method used, which is ISO-8859-1. This is 

called as Latin-1/West European character set. 

<Info>: 

Above line Info is called as root element of this document which gives an impression 

that this document is a Information document. 

<to>Jhon</to> 

<from>Jim</from> 

<heading>Project Update</heading> 

<body>Go Live is Successful!</body> 

The above four lines are called as child element of the root element Info.  They 

basically describe the sender which is Jhon and Receiver which is Jim. Also they are 

giving some heading to the message or kind of subject to message that this message is 

Project update. And last line describe the actual message that has been sent to 
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receiver i.e. Go Live is Successful. So this shows that the child elements contain the 

details of actual message.  

 

</Info> 

Above stamen is the last line of XML message and it defines the ending of root 

element. 

So by looking into above document, it’s pretty simple to understand that Jhon has sent 

a project update message to Jim by saying that Go Live has been successful. And 

hence we can claim that XML messages are self descriptive. 

Syntax Rules of XML document: 

 

 Closing Tag: 

Every opened XML element should have a closing tag. The declaration statement is 

only one which does not have a corresponding closing tag.  

Wrong: <to>Jhon 

           <from>Jim 

Right: <to>Jhon</to> 

          <from>Jim</from> 

In this case it’s different from HTML, since HTML does not need to have closing tag 

and hence its optional. But it’s illegal to omit closing tag from XML element. 

 Case Sensitiveness: 

XML documents are case sensitive. So the tag <to> is different from <To>. 

Wrong: <to>Jhon<To> 

Right: <to>Jhon</to> 

So above rule says that, both opening and closing tags should have same case 

structure. 
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 Proper Nesting: 

There should be a synchronous structure present in the tags. The all opening and 

closing tags should be in correct order.  

Wrong: <to><i>Jhon</to></i> 

Right: <to><i>Jhon</i></to> 

The above example explains that, the opened italic <i> tag should be closed before 

the closing tag </to>. 

 Root Element 

All XML document should have a root element. This element is also called as parent 

element.  

 Attribute Value must be quoted: 

All the values in attribute must be quoted. 

 

So above syntax points should be taken into consideration while writing any document 

by using XML. 
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XML and Business Data Interchange 

Business Data Interchange: Impact of XML 

For decades Business Data Interchange has been utilized widely to commune business 

documents among organizations. Although the profit contain shorten lead-time, less 

transaction cost and error rate, the acceptance rate of data interchange grows slowly. 

It is believed that, till 1996 only 5% of companies in USA used some EDI technology for 

Business Data Interchange.  

The major hurdles that comes while accepting an EDI for Business Data Interchange: 

 The setup cost is always high and so SME’s cannot afford it, and SME’s 

constitute the large portion of global business. 

 The standards require for EDI are complex and so they need huge amount of 

time investment, varying from months to years. 

 Data Interchange for Business occurs via value-added network and which is very 

expensive. 

To understand the benefits of XML on Business Data Interchange below is a case study 

done on Transportation Company J.B. Hunt. This Case study will help us to understand 

the benefit given by XML on ROI of a company and hence could be used to convince 

the management for implementation of XML based Business Data Interchange in any 

organization. 

Case and Project Details: 

Transportation Company J.B. Hunt started a program to move the communication of 

its biggest customer from expensive EDI networks to Web. This migration project was 

estimated to cost about $200,000 in implementing and for consulting services. The 

mail goal of this project was to increase the ROI. The concept of increasing ROI relies 

on the basis of saving done by moving Data Communication from EDI-based value-

added network (VAN) to XML and the Web. 

J.B. Hunt used enterprise application integration software from IPNet Solutions Inc. 

which moved the Business Data Communication from EDI formats and private VANs 
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toward open formats, including XML, as well as cheap Web transports, including FTP 

and HTTP.  J.B. Hunt, with annual revenue of $2 billion, runs more than 45,000 

trailers and 11,000 trucks. Currently, it has EDI links with 250 of its top suppliers. 

While many EDI-to-Web deployments are focused on brining smaller, less sophisticated 

vendors online, J.B. Hunt initially focused on moving its 12 highest dollar customers 

which is about 30 percent of the company’s revenue, from EDI to ensure that the 

payback is quickly realized. By delivery information of about 10 MB of data per day 

over the Web vs. a VAN, J.B. Hunt and its customers will save about $12,000 per week 

As this example clearly demonstrates, XML has the potential for a large impact on the 

EDI market. XML will enable the possibility of large amounts of data to be transferred 

over the Web. It also demonstrates clear advantages of XML and real cost savings.  

 

Business Data Interchange: XML Model 

To increase the momentum of adopting Electronic Business Data interchange XML/EDI 

group, which was founded by Bruce Peat and David Webber in July 1997, proposed a 

framework integrating XML with EDI. The main feature of this model is to process EDI 

messages via Web interface through Internet. The goal of this framework is to reduce 

the cost and increase the quality of transfer of data between organizations. Also this 

framework does not make any assumption on size f the company, so the same 

framework is applied to business, irrespective of their sizes.  

The main strong point i.e. extensibility of XML, which gives a flexibility to define 

custom tags has been utilized by XML/EDI group to introduce a framework called 

XML/EDI framework. As name suggest the main components of this framework are XML 

and EDI. But along with them, we have some other important components: 

 Templates 

 Agents 

 Global Repositories 
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Templates: 

They are the rules which define that, how data should be processed and manipulated. 

Since now the users can defines their own rules about how data should be processed, 

this provides more flexibility to users.  Also companies skip away the complex process 

of standardization of rules. The template facility plays a very important role when 

companies want to communicate with their partners or customer for very short period 

of time. So they can start business data interchange very fast. 

Agents:  

Agents are programs that process XML messages in accordance with the instructions 

defined in the templates. Agents can also be used as validates when utilizing 

Document Type Definitions (DTDs). DTDs define the logical structure or structural 

schema of the XML document. 

Global Repository:  

Global repositories act like a central registry for all the objects present in framework 

and which could be reutilized. For example objects like DTD’s, Agents and Templates 

could be reused, so this facility improves the efficiency of Business Data Interchange 

as well as it helps to reduce any redundancy in uses of tags. As we know, XML gives 

facility to users to develop their own tags and hence gives a great flexibility to user. 

But the major issue involved in this flexibility is that, all organizations will start 

creating their own set of tags without knowing that the company with whom they are 

trying to communicate may already have this tag. And this would increase the 

transaction cost of Data Interchange. So the main idea behind this concept is that, 

user can create their own tag only if it is not present in Global repository. Also the 

most commonly used tags used in industry could be always stored in these Repositories 

for future reference and use. The main challenge for implementing Global Repository 

is the synchronization and management of objects stored in it. 
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Business Data Interchange: Advantages of XML 

 Reduce Implementation Cost:  

The use of XML for Business data interchange is achieved by using Internet and 

since most of the users is familiar with web browser, which reduces the cost of 

training. It is believed that XML reduces the cost of data interchange within and 

outside business by 50%. 

 No issues in business transaction for short term: 

With the exchanges of commercial documents using XML, it is no longer 

required to define standards before communications. So even for very small 

projects we can implement Electronic interchange of business data by using 

XML. 

 Global Accessibility: 

Since the Internet reaches almost everywhere in the world and the cost to 

access the Internet is low, even a small organization can transact with all 

institutions on the net. Since the data transfer can be done on internet, the 

data interchange is not location dependent. 

 Integration with Legacy system:  

In current ever evolving IT environment the flexibility to communicate with 

existing system is a major cost factor. Since XML messages are now carrying the 

semantic of the data and process rules, this enables the XML messages to 

become portable and can be used by any system that can interpret the 

messages.  

Business Data Interchange: Challenges 

XML removes most of the problems that come in Business Data Interchange. Especially 

it has made adoption of Business Data Interchange process easier for small and 

medium size organization. But after all these facts, it still faces following challenges. 

 The standards related with XML are yet to be finalized. 

 The more focus should be done on Security issues. 
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Features of XML 

Below are the lists of most important features of XML. 

Simplicity: 

The data transported or stored by using XML is simple and uncomplicated to read and 

interpret also it can be easily processed by computer. 

Openness: 

XML is a standard and it has been accepted by all software industry. So It is like an 

open source which does not need any license to use. 

Extensibility: 

One of the unique feature of XML is it’s capability to extend the tags definition. Any 

number of tags can be created depending on the business need. 

Self-description: 

XML documents do not need any schemas since they contain description of their own 

data i.e. metadata. Also XML documents can have any number of authors and version, 

which gives it more flexibility. 

Separates content from presentation:  

XML documents represent data or content, they do not represent any information 

about the look and feel of the document. The look and feel of XML document s 

controlled by XSL style sheets. This feature of data and presentation format allows 

changing the look and feel of document to be changed without impacting actual data. 

Also this feature is helping to have multiple views of same document by using separate 

XSL file. 

Supports multilingual documents: 

One of important feature of XML document is its support to multiple language 

documents. It helps the internationalization of application. 
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Facilitates the comparison and aggregation of data: 

The XML document provides a tree structure. This structure helps companies to 

compare and aggregate the documents element by element. 

Supports multiple data types: 

XML document does not only transfer text data. It is very much possible to transfer 

multimedia data like image, sound, video. Also It is possible to transport active 

components lie Java applets, ActiveX. 

Easy mapping with Existing file system: 

Since most of the companies already have their existing data present in some legacy 

system or in some Relational databases. By using XML it’s easy to map the existing 

data structures like file systems or databases.  

Single server view for Distributed Data: 

XML document can show data which are distributed on multiple remote servers. So 

currently the XML documents are considered as most sophisticated format for 

distributed data. Internet can be considered as a huge XML database. 

Rapid adoption by industry 

The most of the IT giants has already adopted the XML data format as the standard 

data format for their business data interchange. These companies include IBM, Sun, 

Microsoft, Netscape, SAP etc. 
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Conclusion 
 

In recent years Extensible mark-up language (XML) has been evolved as the main 

standard of representation of structured documents on the World Wide Web. XML is 

very well capable of taking data from any operating system or any application and 

share that with computer, internet and people. Also it helps the companies and firms t 

agree on what data should look like and then makes that data plug and play. With XML 

it doesn’t matter if your clients or service centers are using QuickBooks, Great Plains, 

or SAP. If you have ever wanted to work with data from your business software, 

whether it is accounting, production, contact management, or any other kind of 

system, if would probably choose between dBase format, a Lotus or Excel format, or 

plain or comma-separated text. XML has the potential to make data transfer between 

two systems or multiple organizations as easily as “Export to XML.” 

XML is here to stay and with ever increasing number of big players adopting it, it will 

become a major component in Business Data Communication in the near future.  
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